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RE-FILL : ESSENTIA BEAUTY
OFFERS EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS!
This time there is no more place for doubt. The
era is more than ever focused on the notion of
“Clean Beauty”, which integrates safe formulas,
transparency and preser vation of the environment.
The latest sur veys prove it, an over whelming
majority of consumers would opt for new, greener
solutions in terms of packaging and with cleaner
formulas.
Essentia Beauty a Company founded by Katia
De Martino, which has been offering for the
past 20 years “ turnkey” solutions to the Beauty
packaging and formulation industr y, will present
at MakeUp in New York several innovations in the
area, including “On the Go” its palette concept,
ver y innovative in terms of design, and which is
available with a refill option.
The event will also be an opportunity for the Italian
Company to present its ready to go, Cosmos
certified, clean and organic ranges.
A stand, # D22, worth visiting!

Katia De Martino,
CEO d’Essentia Beauty

“At Essentia Beauty we work on differentiating concepts,” insists
Katia De Martino, CEO, “which brings real added value for the
end customer. In general, we focus on innovation and integrate
eco-design at two different levels: biosourced materials and
more specifically refillable and reusable systems that seem to us,
to date, as the most immediately adaptable solutions in a logic of
plastic consumption reduction.

“ On the Go ”
This is the case with the palette “On the Go “which completely
reinvents the design of a palette and which was the subject
of several patents. A concept available in different designs
and functionalities that we offer in a re-fill version with an
eco-friendly and customizable approach, which means each
consumer can adapt it according to his desires. MakeUp
in New York will be the opportunity for Essentia Beauty
to present it with other very interesting re-fill concepts for
foundations, lipsticks along with other palettes...
Finally, on the side of formulation, the Company will introduce
organic and natural Cosmos certified “ready to go” lines.
“We are also focusing on the “Clean Beauty” approach”,
specifies Katia De Martino, “by taking into account the real
expectations for transparency of consumers and in particular
of “millennials”. In this area, it is a question of optimizing the
performance and the safety of products while placing the
emphasis on an unpretentious packaging approach”.
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Beauty tech :
Essentia’s competitive advantage !
“Marketers have always placed the customer at the centre,”
explains Katia de Martino, CEO of Essentia Beauty, but
in practice, for companies and especially large ones, it is
not always easy to implement. Our mission is therefore to
deliver innovation by staying focused on the consumer’s
real expectations, hence our new identity “Essentia Beauty
Concept provider”.
In line with this logic of action, Essentia Beauty has invested
in digital technologies for facial recognition, artificial
intelligence and augmented reality. we are the first full
service Beauty company able to propose a turnkey cosmetic
line supported by a digital app. We believe that the future of
beauty will integrate more and more high digital technologies
to offer customized product according specific needs of
each consumer and personalized advices”.

Creativity: the strong point of “ Allmazing ”!
We are convinced that more and more the consumer
will expect to be involved in the creative process and
this is already part of the strategy of some successful
Indie brands as Glossier. This is why we have launched
Allmazing, an on line platform that organizes creative
contests in the areas of beauty, fashion and design.

Allmazing supports the creative process of Essentia
Beauty but is also opened to Brands eager to experiment
the fantastic potential of creative crowdsourcing. After
one year, Allmazing, through its contest and its blog,
involves a community of over 20.000 followers on
Facebook and 4.000 on Instagram.
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